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Howard Killian

Howard Killian is a player character played by Sparkee0213.

Howard Killian

Species & Gender: Male Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 20日 9月 YE 17
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: cook

Rank: Trooper
Current Placement: Cook nutritious meals and train new cooks for Section 6. SABER

Physical Description

Howard is a rather tall man with a Caucasian skin tone, standing at 6'2. He has brown eyes with jet-black
hair, and is clean-shaven. He is of average muscle build and has handsome facial features. His weight
remains around 160 pounds, which allows him to remain light on his feet. He usually smells of what he
was making in the kitchen that day, otherwise he emits a fresh scent due to his deodorant, and rarely,
cologne (which can sometimes smell like a hint of bourbon and oranges).
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Personality

Howard is usually pleasant to be around, but when he's had a few drinks he can be a bit on the abrasive
side. He has somewhat of a temper and has been known to go off on his subordinates when they fail to
meet a deadline, but he usually apologizes and insists he doesn't mean to sound rude or mean, he just
gets irritated when their product is wasted or not used. For the most part Howard is kind and respectful
to everyone he meets, but once you show you cannot be trusted once, it's hard to show him that you can
be trusted again and he becomes weary of you. He loves talking to people, and will talk your head off
about current events or cooking techniques if you ask. Once you get to know him it's hard to truly anger
him, and he will do everything in his power to help you.

History

Howard grew up on Yamatai, but his family was known to be a heavy supporter of Nepleslian
independence. Once they had received independence, his family moved there to make a new life. They
founded a chain restaurant business where Howard worked for most of his teenage years. He joined the
Star Military of Nepleslia as a cook for two years before leaving to join Section 6, hoping to make a new
life for himself beyond Nepleslia, and maybe even start a family.

Skills Learned

1- Culinary He is able to create a delicious meal out of few ingredients and is able to cater to most
allergies, dietary needs, and personal preferences.

2- Communication He is able to use all forms of communications devices from his basic training and can
effectively and efficiently communicate with others, whether it be orders, a list of ingredients, or simply
speaking clearly to a guest.

3- Fighting Howard is adept in hand-to-hand combat and is comfortable with weapons, having received
basic firearms training.

4- Survival Howard is able to survive in the wild, whether alone or in a group, and can accurately locate
water sources, identify food sources, and build an adequate shelter. He also knows how to create fire and
hunt proficiently.

5- Strategy Howard is skilled in giving tactical commands, and his specialization helped him hone that
skill as he ran a kitchen at both a base and aboard a starship during his time in the Star Military of
Nepleslia.

6- Mathematics While he wasn't a fan of it, he became quite good at doing math quickly in his head due
to the need for converting recipes to produce a cost-effective yield, while also producing enough product
to feed everyone.
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Social Connections

Howard Killian is connected to:

None

Inventory & Finance

Howard Killian has the following:

S6 Issued

Revenant Power Armor R1-SPA

NDC Enlisted Dress Uniform
Standard black boxer briefs.
Standard black Socks.
Standard white Socks.
S6-MWS1-MAVERICK, .455 receiver.
BW-P2 "Wraith"
S6 T-Shirt
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S6 Utility knife

BW-MWS2 "Harbinger" Carbine Configuration

BW-P2 "Wraith" (Main sidearm)
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S6 40acp compact pistol

S6 Backpack
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S6 Sleeping Bag

Howard Killian currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by sparkee0213 on 09, 11 2018 at 21:59 using the Character Template Form.

In the case sparkee0213 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Howard Killian
Character Owner Sparkee0213
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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